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It was a raw, barren outpost carved across the high plains of Oregon, a sacred swath of earth where Jennifer could march side by side with her fellow disciples.

But Oregon’s high country wasn’t as secluded as it seemed.

There were others up there with them, who complained bitterly about Jennifer’s sect and their absurd plans for a commune on the range. As the rhetoric spewed, a deranged man emerges with a plan of his own; a bomb, but his ploy falls short, proving deadly only to himself. A fact that comforts no one.

Worse, many in the sect begin to unravel -- fearful of more attacks.

The affliction strikes Jennifer especially hard. Desperate for solace she turns to the sect’s paramilitary unit, a hidden training cell designed to turn ordinary disciples into vigilantes.

Eventual acceptance into the unit brings newfound status, and privilege, something she revels in -- unaware of the debt piling up.

Events peak when Jennifer is forced into a bungled hit on a politician, an operation she barely escapes. Badly shaken by the ploy she resolves to come clean and start over.

Emboldened, Jennifer sets out to expose the communes’ rogue operators -- as they ruthlessly close in behind her.
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